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AB~STRACT

Attempts to ube fidacial limit curvt, of a set of classes
.. . of shock spectra an it t•is four the dc.lKti of "tructures haw,

sh"tl.' that me d( isigui pt'ctra W)tain-d by the combinatorial
; analysis of mian|y shock spectra le~nd toc be overcon.vrvative.

*This 41le 11 1(M01-? Pf%.*WA~.s § JPOShibll-e X~iManatiOn fOW.iVu6A-
34-.. iets moni r ',)ertmra tia i ,vvdt•'re to showfhat the

h value*, of iaiterest in a shock spectrunm plot tLnd to lie In the
4 valleys of that plot and not upon the pe,-kv. whereas fiducial

limit curvet are controlled by thv pas of the Individual
shock spIctra.

PROBLeM STATUI t

This is an interim report on one phase of tht problem;
work IW continuing.

AUTHORIZATION

NRL Problem 103-04
Project NS 71-O1
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EFFECT UPON 8HOCK SPECTRA OF THE DYNAMIC
REACTION OF STRUCTURES.

INTRODUCTION

An analysis of shock motions, in terms of their damage potential to single-degree-
uf-freedom mechanical systemrh, is obtained by ebserving the rm.ainium rcsponse of each
of these svstems to the shock motions. A plot of these maximuni resp tnses as a functiot
of the natural frequencies of the systems for a particular shock motion may be defined
as a respunse spectrum. A sufficient number of systems are assumed to eAist so as to
rover the frequency ratige of interest. If ther. is no damping specified, it is assumed that
the systems are undamped.

The response can be stated in terms of acceleration, velocty. or displacement; how-
ever for many applications 'he relative displacement response is most usef-il. As this

displacement response may not be easily derivable from velocity or acceleration responses,
particularly when damping terms are included, and as it is frequently desirable to express
the spectrum in units of velocity or acceleration, these latter terms arc arbitrarily
expressed as Xu, and Xw' respectively. Displacement, velocity, or acceleration shock
spectra for a given shoc'k motion are therefore arbitrarily defined by curves representing
X, Xw, or Xwli respectively as a function of frequency, where X is the maximum relative
displacement response of a single-degree-of-freedom system to the given shock motion
and wi represents the natural angular frequencies of the systems.

The shock spectra to be used with normal-mode theory of structural analysis are
those which are valid for the foundation of the structure. Shock spectra may be obtained
elsewhere, but these can be used only with difficulty.

The concept of shock spectra to aid in the description and analysis of mechanical
shnck has been used with vaW:itng degrets of succesR for many years (1-3). Some diffi-
culty has been experienced by workers In this field in applying these spectra for design
purposes because of the overconservative assumptions generally made when some sort of
combinatorial analysis has been uaed to provide a spectrum representing many shocks to
roughly similar equipments and fo.muiations. This spectrum Is frequenly taken as the
envelope of the maximum values o! the individual spectra.

The major assumption currently employed in the use of shock spectra is, that the
spectra for the same classes of ihock are unaffected by variations of the Stiffness of a
structure being sublectetd to shock. as long as the weight of the structure remains reason-
"ably close to that for which the experimental shock .pectra were obtained. It Is also
generally assumed that over v. widr range of possible shocks to these structures the
severebt condition to xhi'h a structure would ever be subjected is the envelope of the
maxima of all possible shock spectra or some lesser value determined by the use of
statistical fiducial linmt curves (4). There assumptions usually dei-ne r shock spectrum
which is so severe that few structures c:r, withstand the shock deý, ribed by the spectrmm.

A popular type of combinatorial analysis is first to form classes of shock as to exci-
tation and subdivide these classes into groups according to weight and location. These
spectral classes then form loosely correlated groups from which it m.ight be possible to

a define mote specific sets of shock spectra. Often maxima of individual groups are plotted
on separate graphs (fly-speck style) and fiducial limit curves drawn. It has been noted

S.•,.
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In the past (4) that shock spectra obtained this way clefins a shock which io extremey
severe (for, iay, a 90-per' out fiducial limit curve) and that few structures50 could with-
stand much a shock. It is obvious that romething is wrong with such a type of analysis
because most structures which were in place' during field trials for which shock spectra
were obtained survived, whercas methods of design that Ma4. i.se of this shock spectra
data Indicated that they should have ta.Ued.

Attention was therefore focused upon this problem, &Ad it was noted that structures
on nonrigid foundatluns fced Welk forces into the foundation which aft e't this motion in
such a fashion that the apectrum v.alues of major inte.,est fc~r a *bock tend to lie in the
region of a valley rather than in the vicinity of a peak of the pýc.uiid spectrum (5). This
has meen called 1shock spectrum dip," and experiments to veriLy its presence have been
mado, and are, tke. subject for the m~ajor portion of this report.

A rough uneierstrnding am to why the valleys represent the most significant shock
spectrum valuf-s can be obtained by noting that the valleys ftormn~ily occur at frequencies
corresponding to normal modes of vibration of the equipment wrader test. The equipment
acts as a dynamnic vibration abaurber for shock motions having these frequency comn-
p~f.wits Anid the. O!ore caussta ihoel. spectruna nipb at these tre'qcaecies. However, thei
rea-ponses 0! the equ~pineait to the shock motion are small exz~et a, these frequencies.
It Is therefore inappropriate to use envelopes of maxima of sbcck spectra for design of
heavy Atenas and to apply the envelope valises at normal-mode frequencies. To do so
often rý!mults In sitsenpth and relative displucement requiremes~s that are obviously
zliotiurdly great.

It is a secondary purpose of this report to show that, sine high values have a great
effect in controlling the position of fiducial Limit curves, a typie of analysis which gives
equal weight to all points on the shock spectra will produce an overconservatlve result.

PLAN 0? EXPERIbtENT

This experiment was performed to study the effect of charACes itt structural param-
eters such as mass and stiffneos upon shock spectra. Hence a model structure (Figs. I
and 2) was des.,Xned and built such that It was possible to ni~irkaedly change the stiffne is
of this structure nithout changing Its mass, so spectra could be provided for the same
structural weight, and also such that it was possible to changv t±te iass while retaining *
the same stillness, so the effects of varyirg this parameter cosam Le obtained.

The experimental records obtained from velocity pie~ *s were converted to velocity
shock spectra. It was believed that sharp local downward va~riao~ons in shock spectrum
values would uccur in the region of fixed-baset natural frequsen'ats of the structure. It
was the purpose of this experiment to expose the spectrum dips. to eccrrelate them with
fixed-bnse natural frequencies, anid to show that the dips rat~her tbxn the peak values of
shock spe."tra are of major importance In design techniques shock spectra.

A DESCRIPTION OF EQUIPMENT

The structure was mounted on the Navy Medium-Weight Mit-Impact Shock Mfachine
(6,7). The shock machine hammer was dropped frum given htt~hts so that the primary

*The degree of overdetirbn increases with effective iseight of tkw equipment. For iiaht
component parts this technique is~quitt appre.priato.

tFixed-basc naturiAl frequencies are those that would exist itE ther 1*vndation (Fig. i)
were inlinitely stiff i -d heavy.

. 7*.
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shock eXcittiUon giveB to ue anvil was •antro•led. The resulting data were 8&iyzed on
. Uthe Harc a1 digital coimputor). Fith facilities are located at NRL. Desides the shock

machine, the test i*quipment consisted of a model structsure, velocity meters. cocilloscopes,
and camera reore'dng equipment. The reed %ago&s a strain p s vimble in Fig. I were
for puposes "%ot e wiectd with this report.

The model structure (Fits. I and 2) wa1 mounted on a solid steel block, D, which was
the foundation :f the test strcturt. This biock wka to turn mountet on car building chan-

'• ~~net* w~ich %,*r•e conected to the shick machine ta•ble. It *"az possiblbe to ch.ir-e the

"Oload" L;a"rttl by the staucture by using different combinations of pu.s C aJd E. It was
also pssible to ChAnile the 'stifness' of the struicture by movting blocks B into an inter-
mediate position between tLe ends of beams A and the center of the strcture. Table I Is
a List of part sizes tuvi weighta tor the frame. All the wzterial was steel. n•ere are some
minor puats along with nuts, bolu, taper pins, etc., wtuibh are not delineated in this report.

r
Table I

!"5jot 1,uhct~i~ ar~t Size& uIAO~ Purpoaeg

Part &ae in.)Approx.Part S ( Purpose

A 31 x 4 x 1.2 Pate IS To•give fleebility
5 Sx4i3Block i S To control eidbiUty

C 9-1/ x 4 x 3 SBlock 34 To control m.a
D 31-1/2 x 4 x 3 Block 113 FoudatUon
3 9-1/2 x 4 x 1-142 Block 1 To control weight

38 Mounting pad
Ya G'ssett

nT. v velocity-meter signal was presented on a cathode-ray oscilloscope ,ýid photo-
graphed by a moving-film type camera to give a tra,:e of foundation velocity as a function
of time.

DESCRIPTION OF EXPEMRdh1NT

i. The shock machine was used oan two occasions to create two sets of a series of twelve
shocks: the excitation for exck set %as maintained at uniftirm inte'nsity by drmvpIng the
hammer from the same heigt ter each test. A series ot light bhocks waxs aty1,€, to the
frame by dropping the bammer omly 3 irches each time. A sariec of he-Vy s.ock: was
"applied to the frame by drcrcne the hammer 12 mcbhr* for each sht)Vk of a act. For each
shock of each set the weigtli and stiffness of the tert 'rame were cnAnp•d •o that a range
of frame conditions, i.e.. stites.* Ad maps, could be sub:ected to approaimattly the
same hammer drop.

I•" for the remainder Of this report OConiguratton r rotor& to bloc'ks It (1"11i. 11) in the

extended position, nnd "Con•li•rattlon U" refers to these blocks in "he intermediate or
stiffer postUon (where the sbort bolts are shown on beams A in Fii. 1).

IV '
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The weigtht *erivs was raried by ehaingtr the load ct Up b,•m A as ieI• r

Weipthk I consisted of Block Ca.

Welght 2 ¢alstwd of Blocks C1 aAd S,,

Weight 3 consisted of Blocks CS &Md Ca,

Weight 4 consisted of Blocks C,, Ca,, and a.

Weight 5 onustated of Blocks C,, C,. and Ca,.

Weight 6 consisted of Blocks C4, Co, C, and Z,.

In addition a reed 17sire (approxinmately IS Ib) was on icip i the s of 1W.ga, Wlo
each blow. The weights of C,. C., and C3 are each equal to C. a.rxa E, is aTra• I'e1:ey
one-hal. the. we, h. of C. In the description of these topis 11 if 1" ••. t.,ct to M"Ie Zhu

'C Configi.ration 1. Wcight 2' and 'Configuration IU, Weigat 2V' fer elple. ;x,. bar* t-1
same mass, but different sutfnesses.

The tolual change In weight from Weight I tj Wti1.ht 1. " ax. nnted to a r- ey
65 lb. The frame and foundation (lncludinC velocity meters arn t•*Li bi-ea) b-ad a z-zz.d
mum weight of ýzbout 440 lb ant therefore a ma.%mum weight ef ah.t SZ5 lb. Tse tb•l
weipht including the shock na•hilne table, side raiLs, car buýt.a, cha-,els. Wu tra.,..
was in excess of b00 lb.

The ahock was transmitted to the complete structure bg esen- of the hammer inact
upon the anvil (Fig, 3).

Fig. 3 - Schernatic of sh-.bck transfer sys-.em

ANALYSIS OF MODEL STRUCTURE

The structu'- w-as analyzed, i•th the aid of the Narec. b- tte .tbl ot r-iwesw-
coefficients and niutrix iter:.tion rt8,9) for the f;rst four mode a.-.-,!es .L-na. iutura.; irr-.
quencies of each of the twclve cornfiguration and wezgAt cozt'::jxj. F%-ure 4 s.v-s
a schemrati" reprent.•ettion of the lumped aiass system vhiach wrxs &sed to a.,7rv.rJ-*
the real system. By taking advantage of the symmetry, M , a h6. M,u Mi.. IM, x Vt, rt
was o.ily necessary to calculate 16 influence coefficients for e:t.'w pcsuon.

The response analysis (3,5.101 showed th•.t the partlcipptUaa "z,-rs w er
tWe symmetric modes U and IV in all cases, so that they coudu ct ." excted b. the vc
oe motion assumed ior this experiment. It wab decided th't tie matra!za: fre.-nzz.• Xf
tundamtntal modes for the frame with all weights and poswUrts s.L.4 be fo-.,xi e~*ct-
mentally. The system foundation was welded to a steel bar bur-ed as a concfte bb* in

.4
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am effort to secure an rigid a foundatie as possible, and the natural frequency of each
wor.-ligraUuon and weight eombination was found by examination of the recoid of the reeponse

to a UgM mallet blow.

The ttfectlve mass acting In each mode was calculated (5,11), and It was noted that
IU effecuve "vasa in a mode was the cause of the shock spectrum dip, then perhaps only
mcFe I wo'•ld show It, beause in all cases over 92 percent of the nase was acting lit that
auxie, whereas In the next mude only 6 percent of the mass was effective. Table 2 Ia a
brief s& mary of the analysis results.

},J

' rFig.4 = Sc:hematic of•
S~lumped mass system

i' ~Tab, 12!
, , •- ~Summary of Mode Analysis. Results .

S•Confilguratio Mode I MWV Li

ad we, .ht Nat. Freq.,, Nat. Freq., MAss MAI. i Fe ., Ms

Test Calculated In Mosie Calculated in Mode

C jiaio

, ooi o, (ps) (csp) (percent) (cps) (percent)

s Con.ihurahaon Iof

•.Weight 1 83 84 92.1 242 5.611Weight 2 77b 78 92.0 235 5.9

•"Weight 3 72 73 92.1 230 ' 6.0
SWeight 4 as 69 92.3 227 5.9
.•Weight 5 63 65 92.8 224 5.8
r.Weight 6 so 62 92.8 223 5.6

Coi•flguratlon --

adW!'iht 1 186a 151 92a9 4ei Ise .7
* Weight 2 1770 143 92.0 239 5.1

1 tlht 3 1040 134 92.6 401 6.2
* I Weight 4 1536 169 92.8 392 6.1

Weight 2 1420 119 92.9 39i 6.13 0' 14 26 4 1 62
Weight 6 134e 113 93.2 389 3.9

'In the teat records for the lot natural frequency it became apparent that
Configuration wast ixtremely sensitive to vibration in the other orthog.
*on.at directions at,- * ,.orsional mode seemed to appear. Great dffwculty
was encountered i. gettitng these values, ..nd little claim is rnace to any
great degree of precision. It was also felt that if the shock machine anvil
table rotated slightly during khe shock motion, then these modes would
become excited, thereby altering tt'e spectrum. It is also to be no'ted that
the flnte eile of the separating bl1c-as B caused larger errors to appear
in the computation of the - iodal parameters for Configuration U than for

L•" Configuration 1.

..........
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LXPERIAaNITAL HESULU7 O 3-1N. BLOW

Spectrum Valves of bIterest

I tho purpose of each of the calculated shock spectra Figs. 5 through 10) waw to find
am approximatiui to the stress at any location, then in each case there w0,hld have been
€te, two valuea 1! interest n)n each spectra. This is beLaune the structure wAs essentially
a s*stem vh t4o degrees of freedom (seo Table 2). The two values of interest would be
1t4 fixed-base ratural frequencies of the structure. These spectrum values (indicated by
d.A marks on each of the spectra, Figs. 5 through 12) aor 1:ompiled and presented In
Tab.e 3. It Is seen that thtee spectrum values vary from a maximum of 3,48 ft/sec down
w I.fK, it.'&ec a&id tend to fNll off in magritude as the frequency Increases.

Table 3
Shock Spectrum Values

T Mode I Mode MICon/• tgeration 1 ...

aC4 Wei hi TNat. Freq. Spcc~rum NAt. ireq. Spectrum
Com, bilAti C.1 (cps.) Value (ft/sce) (epp) I Value (ft/see)

Confliuration I
Wu.ight 1 83 3.48 242 2.AO
Weight 2 77 3.43 235 2.83
Wet:,64 t 3 12 2.71 230 2.97
We .h* 4 66 2.63 227 2.62
We Ot 5 63 2.41 224 3.13
We-ahz 6 60 2.50 223 2.91

Configuration H

Weight 1 186 2.47 421 1.00
Weight 2 177 2.37 409 2.64
Weight 3 164 2.51 401 1.65
Weight 4 153 2.2A 395 1.96
Weight 5 142 2.16 391 1.41
Weight 6 134 2.22 389 1.33

Mzplaiation of Shock Spectrum Graphs

b all the spectra of this refport the values of the ordinates are in feet per second, and
t.•atis-.cissa have %calcs of cycles per second. The symbols are as follows: (,, is the lot
fuite,--mse ,iaturz! .requency for Configuration 1. !31 it, the 3rd fixed-base natural fre-
qt.-i:vy for Configurý-ion 1, f1. is the lst fixed-base natural frequency for Configuration IL
f= Ls the 3rd fix.,.-oase natural frequency for ConfiguraUotn I, and the dots at these fre-
. represe-t the spectrum values as given in Table 3.

Recall that Cor.figurations I and U3 are Identical in mass for a given weight number
but d...±er in stiffness, and this is tne major reason for thc differences in the respective
s•w.,a: spectra. Tte assumption that stiffness need rot be considered in predicting shock
spj•.:t-a can lead to grave inaccuracy, as the following example illustrates. Suppose the
shnex specrtrum of Confiruration I in Fig. 8 were taken as the basis for prediction of the
sicc-A spectrum oi a structure having the sanie mass but a greater stiffne;s, stiffness
i uca•.i the frequency of Mode I to be 153 cps, and suppose that this grea.,t'r stiffness was
coc s.red unimporLant to such a prediction. Then it would be predicted that the shock

4W
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swectrum of the staitui.r~syntm should have' an ordinate of 15.5 ft/occ at 153 cps. 1the
' . A.tenta s~ii-evruni for Couefis:ur~atloue It provides flhe test for the correctness

oif fhisl prediction. it njutp' ;n ordinate of 2.2 fl, sec inst-ail of flit, predicted 15.5 It/see at
153 cps. A hiructuraui niumber tit Conhlguration II niade accorditnv to the prediction would

*have bet-it overde's4;nuuic fly the factor ot .15.5, 12.2 *7

Ag.-tii, if thte shovel hpiw trunt of ConfigurAtIonl 1 had beene taken as thc ba sis for d'oaig
and firtdiction of the* i tici upctrum of a less stif', assembly, titcifically one with 66 cps

* ~~as (f1, and If the' clfz.~~ iff orence had been assimied unimportant no abouve, the predicted
ordinate would have* !einai 4.7 ft/ seec as compared with the observcd 2.6 11,/saec at 60 cps,
giving an overdesin2!mt~iur Uf 1.11.

If each figurse it; e',xanihied in this iashlon, it will be noted that this effect of overdcsign
is present ft~r any wate.zni having a diifer'int fund,,mental frequency than that of the system
pitesent %vhcn the' sho:!i. ripectruin data were obl-tuned. It will also be noted thAt the spec-
trum values of zinter-sit. i.e.', those for frequencies corresponding to fixed-base frequen-
cies of tile System tcemt-al, tend to lie In valleys aind not on peaks of the r',ock spectra.

Figures 11 and 1~uecomposites of all shuck spectra for Configuration I and for
Coinfiguraticn LI reospt-wtiveiy. The dots represent the velocity shock s:),ctrum values of
ititerest in stceqia caitizuiatieis. Qualitatively rpeakir. it in possible to say that these
values (4~ Interest clldmi~ot occur ol large peaks.

Pointsq of lnterotit~on.'Fig. 1i Include:

1. The range of: wlvluitcty spectrum values of major Interest fur the fundamental nat-
*ural frequency was bettweer, 60 and 83 cps.

* 2. There is a sieehef Large peaks of velocity In the region 125 to 190 cps io Jch are
6 or 7 times higher thuin mstot of 'lie shock spectrum values of interest.

3. The spectra.haetkit We same general shape but tended to be displaced frequencywise.

Points of interz'atlacr.Fig. 12 include:

1. Alt spectrumr wmittes corresponding to the first fixed-base natural frequency of the*
* ~frame were between l~Iw ~and 186 cps, and iht spectrum values for the other natural fre-
* quo-iicy were betweeti 1i0.and 421 cpa.

2. There are twu'nemets of individual peaks, one between 50 and 150 cps and one between
175 and 225 cps.

3. The spectra hatvt. the same general shape but tend to be displaced frequencywise.

Figure 13 is a rcjure'entation of a type of analysis of these spectra which might be
made. The upper cmi the envelope of the maximium values of all the shock spectra
for this 'class of i'quipintent.' and the lower tine is the envelope of the minimum values.
It can be easily sceen ithtt lh-" shuck spectrumn values of interest tend to lie nearer the
minimium line than the tnixaimum one, so w combinatorial analysis ~hat takes the peaks ninto
accokint would produce. fjw~etra which aire too severe.

EXPERhIMENTAL RELSIU.Ur OF 12-IN. BLOW

The results of the' Z-n blow were plotted in the same fashion as for the 3-fil, blow,
but only 1', rompositmwe tire shown (Figs. 141-16). The results do not clearly Illustrate
shock sptc.L.:~ dipy.~~.4a for Configuration U2. Howeever, they do point out quite
clearly that the large tita? of peaks In Configuration I was replaced by a deep valley in
Configuiation 11 whe'n thtt fixed-base natural frequency came Into that region.
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There are many rean-ons why the heavy blow did not give the anticipated results as
clearly as did the lighter blow. Some are eitumerated below:

1. The system vnis nonlinear and the amplitudes became large enough during the
Sheavy blow to affect the results,

S32. The shock table rotated during the test, undoubt'edly exciting other types of motion
i than were consirlered in the frame analysis. This rotation also caused the anvill table to
S suffer three distinct blows (the hammer blow and stop& on first one side and then the other).

S~3. Maximumi stresser, were in the order of the yield point, which Introduced more

L damping into the structure.

Fligure 14 agan paints out that, even with the spectrum vitlues, for fu In doubt, an
envelope of maxlmum, values creates a false Impression of the severity of the shock. .
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It Usa been de womstratd in Was wo of *%po un*tal test& %hat rem k&r the gas"

*Xtretlely AtenailVe to tIV trqueiz jes c±¶ tA- tte' 'Ct'Ae Cen " cU C9ot:*d. ý.U ShOeL
spectrum peaks art makced~y caLsflt Lb tht ra~a frequenlcies at Lh.% s-Is emm as a
who~le (11), and these do wc cvrrw',j ta to s fL.a-i.tase nAtural -rqez~sf Lae
st.ýuctmre Inr which Wh spre..trz rVr'c*'nt the Im'~d~i.1 motios ptlem

Figures 17 and 16 g'proseot two of Umr tr,..a6 Utauation velocity' remrU~ d~amied
during the test. The WP~ VI ftC .6 Uaet M'e in w~SUOA. As :A" Cme Stft after
the lzutil4 impulse tht-t is a ).wU= t .yjr 4!. Ok w .4;ests th~at natural -. coul~d
be >btaind f romi Lh.e It mnur t.* ret.d~ t the"e werec %Z: Wi, h

the couplotd natural frqeý-i.I~ e. c,ýae- frtquenetes will ±b:.. -..~tthttmla
correaptu-4 to the facd-M-m9 mit..ral iraejmwaes :4 tb emodel structure. X Z~n Ix the
velocity-oiewe r@Ccc~d. the Dibamsel imitega1

ZWa m-W Jim ciat .- T) dT

wiU have large values mr: tbose treqwwite. wifea mcittl'o with tke frewte 'lVs ttert it
Z4T). T*Able 4 presents a coaprsceof 0* ;rek~t~ed Iriquerizes where utte peas*
would occur and where L~v acturady dd occur.

It has also been sboss that vailels tend to &~a,-r in the regiokn d1 "m-u !ocaticwis
for fixed-base natural 1re-,ercaea'. a~.1 tfrAt L%ý4-s raU~es r-atlier than tb& -eat%" tt~i to
cootrol the stresses ine a ~r-.o4rure. A_-Ays~s c9 a Laz-ju group of *st-e-ra "-mm~. thte
peaks are statistically cer.ced vrLh f.'r rest of -.c 'UtAa as a P40ýnt cl e'..a. w'e-t 1r
.ucre, vmuld g~ve a faase t=ýros~s~c -:- t* s#%r.,v t:, a sot of rslocks. 7r s, iuwn
fiducial lbn~t curves are ~ccc:xzted usitC rev-prd2es o'f whtŽU._. t.-~ Cc"* %-VAn
Wth ue tested st-uct-'re or- mtfl thne tbe ki peaajs ;--at~cally determtine ft.-±' a (;,c4ua

Limit cuarve, wcId tCre!cre thte rcsu!L.... ..;&nt is wi at all reprebeortauve Cý U.: Specum
values useful 14, design.

Fi&. 17 - "'t-twvmeta iicaM - Ca..hguratioa I



fig 14 Volocit~rmanter record -. Configratauon It

Table 4
Cacp.lsofi at Recordod and Prectcted Peaks

of Sboc)k spectra for 3 -in, DIOw

I Frequoncv of P'eak Frequency
iA" Veo it in sh~ock

Reo~ Icps Spectrum (cps)

egi 1 136 147
Wtgt2140 MS

Weigls 3 J 143 1S2
weigh~t 4 143 141
W.eight S 140 M5
vitight 6 143 5

r .Weigh! 1 03 lit
~b '1 10 104

W'26;l 4 lox2
W.igbt S1
Wad~gbt6 a

40a

_i
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In the analysis of the data of this exporiment not much has been said of the upper
fiequency range, but attention has bee•n-tuset ulon the lot fixed-lase natural frequency
of the frame In each instance. The reasons (or doing tlist are the following:

1. Only about 6 percent of the available mass was In mode Uit, making it relatively
ineffe•Uve in reducing the spectra levvI.

2. The esi* of time Increment chosen for the numerical Integration technique and
the apptarance •4 Figi,. 11 and 12 seem to Indicate that perhapq only spectrum values
below 350 or 375 cps are reliable.

3. It is difficult to calctilate natural frequencies in the upper frequency range with
the pref.sion required for discerning a valley. l'ur example i5-percen, error at 40 cps
Is only *2 cpa, for a bandwidth of posatibie values of 4 cps for that frequency, while *5 per-
cent of 400 cps Is *20 cps for a bandwidth of posuible values of 40 cps.

4. The system was slightly nonlinear for large amplitudes.

CONCLUSIOM

L. The potentially extreme overconservatism in design reselling from Incorrect
usage of shock spectra A-as verified by a series of controlled shock experiments in the
laboratory.

2. T7he distli-cUon between the shock-spectrum values at fixed-base natural fre-
quencies of equipment and at natural frequencies of the complete equipment -foundation
system was demonstrated.

Work Is conUnuing on this problem and a report to be published will present some
mathemc.Lal explanauon for the phenomena as well as the results of another set of
experiments which have been planned using the knowledge pained from these tests.
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